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Abstract—This paper presents a new strategy to support fault
location in power distribution networks based on arbitrary sim-
ilarity criteria in the principal component subspace. Input data
consist of impedance measurements at the secondary transformer
of one or more substation buses, which are used to build data-
driven models of the grid operating conditions. The statistical
models of actual operating conditions are further compared with
a few reference scenarios to determine the network configuration
and the type and location of the fault based on arbitrary features
which minimize the variability of the data. Furthermore, this
paper includes a case study with a real-based low voltage power
distribution network to test the method under different faults.

Index Terms—fault location, machine learning algorithms,
power distribution faults, smart grids, statistical learning

I. I NTRODUCTION

Accurate fault location in power distribution networks still
faces challenges at present, particularly at low voltage (LV)
level [1], [2]. Stumbling blocks include the large number of
lateral branches, different conductor sizes, unbalanced oper-
ation, increasing penetration level of distributed generation
(DG), implementation of flexible network configurations (e.g.
switches), limited measurements along the feeders (usually
available only at the distribution substation), and inaccurate
representation of components (e.g. DG, loads, lines) [3], [4].

In this scenario, there are great opportunities for computa-
tional intelligence techniques due to the increasing amount
of data gathered by phasor measurement units (PMU) and
smart meters (SM) combined to the availability of computers
with high processing power [5]. However, state-of-the-artfault
location methods based on computational intelligence are
complex to implement and computationally expensive to train
[2], [6], [7] and have to be simplified.

Thereby, the application of dimensionality reduction tech-
niques for fault location is appealing, as they are easily
implementable and reduce the amount of information required
for the monitoring of the grid. This article fits into this
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context and extends the methodology presented in [8] with an
alternative calculation of similarity criteria to supportlocation
of permanent faults in power distribution networks with DG
and variable loads connected to the feeders. Input data consist
of impedance measurements gathered at the secondary of
substation transformers, which are then used build a multi-
variate statistical model of the network operating conditions.
Dimensionality reduction is achieved with an arbitrary selec-
tion of principal components that capture relevant trends of
power system operating conditions. Thus, the algorithm relies
on historic data of a few reference scenarios representing
standard operation and short-circuits at different buses to
distinguish between different fault types and perform fault
location, supported by information about the network topology.
Moreover, the methodology is general enough to consider
changes in the grid configuration and identify them correctly.
As a result, this approach makes an attempt to capture the main
trends of power system operation that are relevant to identify,
classify, and locate faults. Furthermore, testing is conducted
in a real-based LV power distribution network under different
fault types, fault impedance values, and grid settings.

II. M ETHODOLOGY

The fault location method presented in this article is based
on principal component analysis (PCA). Some theoretical
background is summarized in the following paragraphs.

First, consider a generic power distribution network with
J substation buses equipped with PMUs andK reference
scenarios of operating conditions including standard operation
and short-circuits at different buses. For a generic reference
scenariok, k = 1, · · · ,K, let X (k) be ann×m centered and
scaled observation matrix withn valid samples over time and
m variables referred to distinct phasor quantities measuredat
substation busesj = 1, · · · , J . Then, compute the covariance
matrix of X (k) and apply eigenvalue decomposition to the
resulting matrix such that them × m matricesV (k) and
Λ (k) are obtained. Columns inV (k) are the eigenvectors
or principal componentsvi (k), i = 1, · · · ,m, which consist
of orthonormal vectors whose directions represent the major
variability of the data and the relative loadings of the original



variables. In turn,Λ (k) is a diagonal matrix containing the
eigenvaluesλi (k), i = 1, · · · ,m, which express variability in
the direction of each principal component or column ofV (k).

Then, consider a generic testing scenario denoted by k’
with a few observations of an unknown operating condition
and letV (k′) and Λ (k′) be its m × m eigenvector matrix
and eigenvalue matrix, respectively. Under the assumptionthat
the operating conditions of some scenariosk̂ of all reference
scenariosK are nearly the same as k’, thenV

(

k̂
)

andV (k′)

are expected to be very similar. However, in the event of a fault
whose impedance is different from the reference scenarios,
the principal components whose relative weights or loadings
cannot be neglected in the variables involved in the fault
should not be selected to perform fault location, as they are
expected to deviate more than the others.

As a matter of a fact, the equivalent impedanceZ̄eq seen at
the substation bus in the event of a fault is given by (1), where
Z̄us is the upstream equivalent impedance,Z̄F is the fault
impedance, and̄Zds is the downstream equivalent impedance.

Z̄eq = Z̄us +
Z̄F × Z̄ds

Z̄F + Z̄ds

(1)

In the event of a fault withZ̄ ′

F 6= Z̄F , where Z̄F is the
fault impedance of a reference scenario andZ̄ ′

F is the fault
impedance of a testing scenariok′, the difference between the
equivalent impedance calculated with (1) is given by (2)

Z̄eq − Z̄ ′

eq = Z̄ds

Z̄F

(

Z̄ ′

F + Z̄ds

)

− Z̄ ′

F

(

Z̄F + Z̄ds

)

(

Z̄F + Z̄ds

) (

Z̄ ′

F + Z̄ds

) (2)

Assuming that the fault impedance is very small in compar-
ison with the downstream equivalent impedance,Z̄F + Z̄ds ≈
Z̄ds and Z̄ ′

F + Z̄ds ≈ Z̄ds. Then (2) can be simplified as (3)

Z̄eq − Z̄ ′

eq = Z̄F − Z̄ ′

F (3)

Therefore, dimensionality reduction is achieved by retaining
r < m principal components or columns ofV (k) and
V (k′) which represent the major trends of the data set. As
a result,V (k) is reduced with some loss of information to
anm× r matrix P (k) given by (4). It is noteworthy that the
assembling ofP (k) is arbitrary andpi (k) 6= vi (k) may hold,
i = 1, · · · , r.

P (k) =
[

p1 (k) · · · pr (k)
]

(4)

with pi =
[

p1,i · · · pm,i

]T
, i = {1, · · · ,m}

In the event of short-circuit operation in k’, further in-
vestigation is required to locate the fault over all candidate
scenariosk̂ of K representing a given fault type and grid
setting. The selection ofr principal components is arbitrary
and depends on the following aspects:

1) Network configuration: The selection of principal com-
ponents may consider a single PMU or more PMUs,
depending on the status of the switches in the network.
The status of the switch is determined by calculating the

dot product betweenpi

(

k̂
)

andpi (k
′), which should

be very close to the unity for alli = 1, · · · ,m if
the switch connecting the PMUj of J is off. If the
switch mode is off, then investigation proceeds with
PMU data recorded at the substation where the fault
is detected only; otherwise, if the switch mode is on,
then investigation proceeds with PMU data recorded at
all substations involved in the fault.

2) Fault type: the selection ofr principal components is
made separately for each reference scenariok̂ with
short-circuit operation and is based on the loadings
of the principal componentspi

(

k̂
)

of P
(

k̂
)

, i =

1, · · · ,m. The principal components whose relative
weights or loadings are minimum in the variables in-
volved in the fault are selected to perform fault location,
as they are expected to be very similar to the testing
scenario k’ due to the same operating conditions.

For instance, considerm = 3 and different faultsΦ given
by a unitary direction vectorφ multiplied by a fault magnitude
f . For three-phase (ABC) faults, makeΦ = f [1, 1, 1]

T ;
for phase-phase (BC) and phase-phase-ground (BCG) faults,
makeΦ = f [0, 1, 1]

T ; for phase-ground (AG) faults, make
Φ = f [1, 0, 0]

T . The principal components whose relative
weights or loadings are minimum in the variables involved
in the fault (i.e. ones inφ) are selected to perform fault
location. Therefore, for three-phase (ABC) faults, the sum
of p1,i (k), p2,i (k), and p3,i (k) should be close to zero;
for phase-phase (BC) and phase-phase-ground (BCG) faults,
the sum ofp2,i (k) and p3,i (k) should be close to zero; for
phase-ground (AG) faults,v1,i (k) should be close to zero,
i = {1, 2, 3}.

The similarity between̂k andk′ (assembled with the prin-
cipal components used in̂k) can be computed through the
dot product between the principal componentspi (.) of those

matrices,i = 1, · · · ,m, which is equal to the unity ifpi

(

k̂
)

andpi (k
′) are identical. This procedure allows to identify the

operating condition of k’, including the presence of faultsand
phases involved, as well as the grid setting of the network in
the presence of switches.

Finally, the overall similarity criteriaϕ
k̂,k′ is calculated

in (5) as the sum of the dot product of allp (.) in the
resulting matricesP (.). Sincer may be different for distinct
reference scenarios, the sum should be averaged overr to
ensure consistency of results. The results calculated with(5)
are ranked in descending order such that the reference scenario
k̄ with the highestϕ is the most probable location of the
fault in k’. If there is a tie between two or more buses, the
similarity criteria is also computed in the nodes connecting
lateral branches.

ϕ
k̂,k′ =

∑r

i=1
|pi

(

k̂
)

· pi (k
′)|

r
(5)
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Fig. 1. Single-line diagram of the LV distribution network,with 2 distribution
substations (SS-1 and SS-2) equipped with PMUs,28 feeders drawn to scale,
1 switch,4 PV panels,1 industrial three-phase customer (S̄40,A−B−C ), and
19 residential single-phase customers (S̄10,A, S̄10,C , S̄20,A, S̄20,C , S̄30,A,
S̄50,C , S̄60,A, S̄60,C , S̄70,B , S̄80,B , S̄90,B , S̄100,C , S̄110,A, S̄120,C ,
S̄130,A, S̄140,B , S̄150,A, S̄150,C , S̄160,B).

III. C ASE STUDY

The methodology was tested in a real-based LV distribution
network simulated in Simulink, whose topology is illustrated
in Fig. 1. It represents a LV distribution network located
in Catalonia, Spain, which consist of primary distribution
feeders with branches connecting the substation node to the
customers (i.e. local energy producers or consumers). In total,
the network has2 distribution substations (one with a250-
kVA and the other with a630-kVA transformer Dyn11, 400
V secondary),28 feeders modeled as short R-L lines (with
R
X

= 5.4 for overhead lines andR
X

= 2.7 for underground
cables),1 switch,20 different energy consumers (among them,
1 industrial, three-phase with70 kW of contracted power
and and19 residential, single-phase with less than10 kW
of contracted power), and DG from4 PV modules (10 kWp
each). In total, the length of the primary distribution feeder
connecting SS-1 to SS-2 is325m and the length of the longest
lateral branch is95 m.

PMUs are installed at both substation nodes and sample
phase voltage and line current phasor quantities from which
the equivalent impedance is calculated. A statistical model
is built for each PMU in separate, as they are supposed to
represent systems that are possibly independent from each
other. This choice provides2 distinct statistical models per
scenario withm = 3 variables each. It is noteworthy that the
statistical models are built with impedance magnitudes only
to suit the linear algorithm in use. This choice is not expected
to make a negative impact on the accuracy of fault location,
despite the nonlinear behavior of the faults, since the lines and
loads are mainly resistive and the faults are purely resistive.
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Fig. 2. Fault impedance

Historical data are obtained from simulations of standard
operation and permanent short-circuits with typical hourly
values of PV generation and load consumption profiles over a
year. This choice providesn = 365 observations per reference
scenario and is suitable to a specific hour of the day. Although
this time intervals are chosen due to the real PV generation and
load consumption profiles available for the simulations, itis
noteworthy that a shorter or longer time interval can be used
to build the statistical models without loss of generality.In
addition, the reference fault scenarios include differenttypes
of faults applied at the substation and load buses with fault
resistanceRF = 0.001Ω between phases and/or phases and
ground. Both switch statuses on and off are considered in all
training and testing scenarios.

In turn, testing scenarios consist of permanent three-phase
(ABC), phase-ground (AG), phase-phase (BC), and phase-
phase-ground (BCG) faults simulated at the load buses, consid-
ering the same PV generation and load consumption profiles
as the reference scenarios. The fault impedance model is
illustrated in Fig. 2. Different values of fault resistanceare
considered as a function of the fault type:RF = 0.1Ω and
RF = 1.0Ω between phases (i.e.RAB , RBC , RCA in Fig. 2)
and/or phases and ground (i.e.RAG, RBG, RCG in Fig. 2),
whenever applicable. In total,256 fault scenarios are tested
per hour (i.e.16 faulty buses times4 fault types times2 fault
resistance values times2 switch modes).

IV. RESULTS

The algorithm is capable of identifying the status of the
switch (i.e. on, off) and the type of fault (i.e. three-phase,
phase-ground, phase-phase, phase-phase-ground) correctly for
all simulated faults (k’) using the similarity criteria presented
in Section II. Calculation times are between0.025 s and0.050
s for all testing scenarios, whereas the file size of all reference
scenarios together for each fault type is20 kB.

The fault location results computed under different fault
operating conditions at midday are displayed in Tables I
to VIII, obtained for three-phase, phase-ground, phase-phase,
and double-phase-ground faults withRF = 0.1Ω andRF =
1.0Ω at different buses (i.e. fault scenarios k’) with the switch
off and on. The faulty bus k’ is displayed in the first column
and the results obtained with the similarity criteria in the
principal component subspace are shown in the following
columns, including the calculated faulty busk̄ determined by
considering the sum of dot products calculated with (5) for
all candidate buses, given information about the right network



TABLE I
RESULTS: THREE-PHASE FAULT, SWITCH STATUS OFF

Faulty bus ResultsRF = 0.1Ω ResultsRF = 1.0Ω

(k’) Bus (k̄) Cable length [m] Bus (̄k) Cable length [m]
10 10 0.0 40 58.5
20 10 20.6 40 57.5
30 40 3.8 10 58.5
40 40 0.0 40 0.0
50 40 75.4 40 75.4
60 50 68.0 40 87.5
70 40 110.5 40 110.5
80 80 0.0 80 0.0
90 80 10.2 80 10.2
100 100 0.0 100 0.0
110 160 24.7 120 90.9
120 120 0.0 120 0.0
130 120 21.5 120 21.5
140 120 45.1 120 45.1
150 160 19.3 160 19.3
160 160 0.0 160 0.0

TABLE II
RESULTS: THREE-PHASE FAULT, SWITCH STATUS ON

Faulty bus ResultsRF = 0.1Ω ResultsRF = 1.0Ω

(k’) Bus (k̄) Cable length [m] Bus (̄k) Cable length [m]
10 20 20.6 10 0.0
20 20 0.0 20 0.0
30 30 0.0 20 57.5
40 40 0.0 20 57.5
50 50 0.0 50 0.0
60 50 68.0 40 87.5
70 50 90.9 40 110.5
80 80 0.0 80 0.0
90 90 0.0 80 10.2
100 110 60.2 90 42.5
110 110 0.0 130 72.2
120 140 45.1 130 21.5
130 130 0.0 130 0.0
140 140 0.0 130 27.5
150 160 19.3 150 0.0
160 160 0.0 150 19.3

setting, and the cable length between the actual fault bus k’
and the calculated bus̄k. As the results vary from simulation
to simulation, the cable length between k’ andk̄ is a good
indicator of how far the calculated point of faultk̄ is from the
actual point of fault k’.

V. D ISCUSSION

Overall, the methodology is effective to identify the area
where permanent faults occurred, as well as the grid config-
uration and the fault type. On the top of this, the calculation
times and storage space requirements show the feasibility of an
online implementation of the method for detection and location
of different faults in a small LV network.

In the event of a fault, the methodology identifies the
grid configuration given by the status of switches and the
part of the network where the fault occurred correctly in all
cases, regardless of the fault type, location, and impedance.
Moreover, the calculated location of the fault is accurate in
most cases, as the results displayed in Tables I to VIII represent
the exact point of fault or another bus in the same branch of
the network in most cases.

TABLE III
RESULTS: PHASE-GROUND FAULT, SWITCH STATUS OFF

Faulty bus ResultsRF = 0.1Ω ResultsRF = 1.0Ω

(k’) Bus (k̄) Cable length [m] Bus (̄k) Cable length [m]
10 10 0.0 20 20.6
20 10 20.6 20 0.0
30 40 3.8 40 3.8
40 40 0.0 50 75.4
50 50 0.0 50 0.0
60 40 87.5 50 68.0
70 50 90.9 50 90.9
80 80 0.0 80 0.0
90 90 0.0 90 0.0
100 100 0.0 100 0.0
110 160 24.7 100 60.2
120 140 45.1 100 153.3
130 120 21.5 100 135.7
140 140 0.0 100 159.2
150 160 19.3 100 96.0
160 160 0.0 100 81.1

TABLE IV
RESULTS: PHASE-GROUND FAULT, SWITCH STATUS ON

Faulty bus ResultsRF = 0.1Ω ResultsRF = 1.0Ω

(k’) Bus (k̄) Cable length [m] Bus (̄k) Cable length [m]
10 10 0.0 20 20.6
20 20 0.0 20 0.0
30 40 3.8 30 0.0
40 40 0.0 50 75.4
50 50 0.0 40 75.4
60 50 68.0 60 0.0
70 70 0.0 50 90.9
80 90 10.2 90 10.2
90 90 0.0 90 0.0
100 100 0.0 100 0.0
110 140 96.9 110 0.0
120 160 111.8 140 45.1
130 160 94.2 140 27.5
140 160 117.8 140 0.0
150 160 19.3 110 39.7
160 110 24.7 140 117.8

TABLE V
RESULTS: PHASE-PHASE-GROUND FAULT, SWITCH STATUS OFF

Faulty bus ResultsRF = 0.1Ω ResultsRF = 1.0Ω

(k’) Bus (k̄) Cable length [m] Bus (̄k) Cable length [m]
10 20 20.6 20 20.6
20 20 0.0 10 20.6
30 60 87.5 10 58.5
40 50 75.4 10 58.5
50 50 0.0 50 0.0
60 50 68.0 60 0.0
70 50 90.9 50 90.9
80 80 0.0 80 0.0
90 80 10.2 80 10.2
100 100 0.0 100 0.0
110 120 96.9 100 60.2
120 140 45.1 120 0.0
130 140 27.5 140 27.5
140 140 0.0 140 0.0
150 140 132.7 120 126.7
160 140 117.8 120 111.8



TABLE VI
RESULTS: PHASE-PHASE-GROUND FAULT, SWITCH STATUS ON

Faulty bus ResultsRF = 0.1Ω ResultsRF = 1.0Ω

(k’) Bus (k̄) Cable length [m] Bus (̄k) Cable length [m]
10 20 20.6 20 20.6
20 20 0.0 20 0.0
30 30 0.0 50 75.4
40 30 3.8 50 75.4
50 40 75.4 60 68.0
60 60 0.0 20 141.2
70 40 110.5 50 90.9
80 90 10.2 90 10.2
90 90 0.0 90 0.0
100 100 0.0 100 0.0
110 100 60.2 100 60.2
120 100 153.3 100 153.3
130 100 135.7 100 135.7
140 100 159.2 140 0.0
150 100 96.0 150 0.0
160 100 81.1 100 81.1

TABLE VII
RESULTS: PHASE-PHASE FAULT, SWITCH STATUS OFF

Faulty bus ResultsRF = 0.1Ω ResultsRF = 1.0Ω

(k’) Bus (k̄) Cable length [m] Bus (̄k) Cable length [m]
10 10 0.0 10 0.0
20 10 20.6 10 20.6
30 40 3.8 70 110.5
40 40 0.0 70 110.5
50 60 68.0 50 0.0
60 40 87.5 10 142.2
70 50 90.9 10 155.2
80 80 0.0 120 194.3
90 80 10.2 120 188.3
100 110 60.2 120 153.3
110 110 0.0 120 90.9
120 120 0.0 120 0.0
130 120 21.5 120 21.5
140 110 96.9 140 0.0
150 160 19.3 160 19.3
160 150 19.3 160 0.0

TABLE VIII
RESULTS: PHASE-PHASE FAULT, SWITCH STATUS ON

Faulty bus ResultsRF = 0.1Ω ResultsRF = 1.0Ω

(k’) Bus (k̄) Cable length [m] Bus (̄k) Cable length [m]
10 20 20.6 10 0.0
20 20 0.0 10 20.6
30 60 87.6 10 58.5
40 60 87.6 10 58.5
50 60 68.0 50 0.0
60 70 103.0 60 0.0
70 60 103.0 50 90.9
80 80 0.0 80 0.0
90 80 0.0 80 10.2
100 100 0.0 150 96.0
110 120 96.9 160 24.7
120 120 0.0 120 0.0
130 120 21.5 130 0.0
140 120 45.1 120 45.1
150 150 0.0 150 0.0
160 150 19.3 150 19.3

However, the results indicate diverse effects on the fault
location errors with an increase in the fault resistance. Inmany
cases, the errors remain roughly the same; in others, however,
they increase or decrease considerably. This is attributed
to the small impedance of the line sections (few mΩ), to
the statistical models of the network (main features) under
different operating conditions, and also to the loadings ofthe
variables involved in the fault in the principal components
subspace (not negligible in a few reference scenarios).

Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that the results calculated with
(5) may be inaccurate over a range of scenarios due to the
differences between the training and testing scenarios in use,
such as variations in the standard and short-circuit operating
conditions, different faults, and inaccurate representations of
the network provided by the statistical models in use. There-
fore, the method could be further improved by including more
reference scenarios in the training data sets, with different
faults, timescales, operating conditions, more measurement
devices at different locations, other pieces of information about
the operating conditions, etc.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The methodology is capable of locating and classifying
different types of faults with good accuracy and also identifies
the correct grid configuration in the presence of switches. The
identification of the correct grid setting and fault type as a
previous step to fault location improves the accuracy of the
method, as it limits the search to the right part of the network
in a reduced set of reference scenarios. As a result, the errors
lie in the same part of the network in all tested scenarios.
Nonetheless, it may be inaccurate over a range of scenarios
due to the differences between training and testing scenarios.
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